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About This Game

Meet Borti – a young and cheerful T-rex that is a main hero in “Tiny hands Adventure”. He’s living in Dinoburg, has many
friends and love to play soccer with his school team. But there is one thing that Borti would want – longer arms!

Join Borti on his quest to find the best replacement for his tiny hands and arms.
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Explore several unknown worlds, find all the collectables and face bosses that have what you want.
The adventure starts now!

"Tiny Hands Adventure showcases an array of imaginative worlds with impressive visuals" - Tech Raptor
https://techraptor.net/content/tiny-hands-adventure-review

FEATURES

 beautiful 3D graphics

 collect different tools and weapons for Borti and use them in game! From sticks, through compact drills to mechanical
arms and more

 fight with bosses - the elemental keepers are waiting for you to show up!

 slide, roll or jump your way to victory

 visit over 20 stages, set across multiple location themes

 try yourself in challenging mode after completing a stage and finding all collectables

 find out how the story unfolds!
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Title: Tiny Hands Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blue Sunset Games
Publisher:
Blue Sunset Games
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2018
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This is a 3D platformer/brawler aimed at children. Control a cartoony dinosaur over 3D islands, fighting crabs and things and
collecting meat and shiny things. Get to the end of each level to progress to the next.

The game is console ported and was never a AAA title. The camera angles are often frustratingly bad. The graphics are
primitive but acceptable enough, with support for 4K and a few other graphics settings, so this is a plus. Ultimately that leaves
gameplay which is a little clunky feeling and not overall great. While this might be nice for young kids to play there's no appeal
here for most gamers, especially on PC. I don't think I can recommend this.. This game is kinda quirky. I had a good time with
it, if you like crash and you love this. here is just an opener for it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=fhw2pF5U7pE
. I'm the person who probably spent the most time in this game excluding creators :p What can I say?

Tiny Hands Adventure has very nice colorful graphics, you can immediately see the inspiration of Crash Bandicoot ( while
entries to levels remind me of "Donald Duck: Goin' Quackers" ). Levels are quite diverse, some of them are as if duplicated, but
it is not tedious, the levels are pleasant. Big + for bosses

Game is great for speedrun which I was particularly interested in when buying, but for normal playing it is also nice. Maybe it's
just a bit too short, but you can still fight in the same places for skins for the character

Minuses of this game is the automatic camera, some opponents aren't disturbing us enough. Also, the animation of mechanical
hands when we interact is terrible... especially the last one should be repaired one day

Nowadays we have a deficit of such 3D platformers. I think I already know the game fully so I can give it an 8\/10 rating.
Congrats for Funware
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